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Prologue and the past
 

My old fictional  characters are Andrej  and Volk which
means wolf in Russian. A long time ago, me and my friend
was interested in European languages, so I decided to „use”
Russian  characters  in  my  stories.  We  really  like  they
celebration of spring called Maslenica. Than I created Andrej
Belanov’s and Volk’s characters. Andrej’s outlook: Imagine a
young, 183 centimeters tall, fair haired, sky blue eyed, first
look rude, but nice and wise guy. Volk is totally his opposite.
As andre is serious, Volk is childish; loves the women and the
vodka.

He has  only  a  true  love  for  Dimitrij’s  daughter.  So,  I
thought, I write down their adventures in peaces. I want to
write down those funny moments I imagined. Andrej is one of
my fictional character as a writer. Andrej Belanov was born
in St.  Petersburg,  in the 24th of  Decembre,  in 1985.  His
family was ritch but no this mother, neither his father had
siblings and Andrej was an only child too. At the age of two,
Andrej’s father and mother died in a car crash. Than andre’s
life  became  very  sad.  He  had  really  hard  times  in  the
orphanage. After, he turned to be 18, he left the orphanage.
He doesn’t have any relatives so he started to work hardly.



He  had  his  final  exam,  because  his  „mentors”  in  the
orphanage, helped him because the boy was wise and clever.
It  happened  5th  times  that  he  runed  away  from  his
„homplace”. At the age of 16, he met a children, called Volk a
street  rat.  Although  his  youngness,  he  had  many  life
experiences. He never told his real name to anyone. Only said,
that he had a father who died because of alcohol-addict and
that he had a mother who jumped into a river. So they have
simmilar past, the two became best friends for a lifetime. And
everytime  Andrej  run  away  from  his  „HOME”,  the  wolf
showed him his  therritory.  They had so much fun together.

After Andrej left the orphange, and he had enough money,
he started to learn in the Uni.  For his  26th birthday,  he
became a lawyer. Than Volk started to work with a man,
called Dimitrij, as his assistant, in his erchitechtural business.
Dimitrij really loved the 25 years old boy, and he was always
at the young man’s side. Anyway, Volk and Dimitrij looked
simmilar. Bothe of them was red hair, Ocean blue eyes and
both of them was tall. Time has passed, both of the young
guys become adults…

 

 

Nowdays – I. The birthday
 

 

Andrej and Volk.

With  Dimitrij’s  help,  Volk  made  a  party  for  his  best



friend’s 27th birthday. There was many friends of Volk there,
who Andrej didn’t know any of them. Volk loved to play with
women, but Andrej NOT. Both of the guys were handsome,
but inside… tottaly opposite of each other. Andrej didn’t like
the „one night  funs”,  If  you know what  I  mean.  He was
searching  for  his  real  match,  although he  knew that  the
perfect match is just a dream, what people wants to find in
their despair. But Andrej did not interested in the outlook
only,  the  girl,  he  would  chose,  has  to  be  wise  inner
charachteristic,  for  example.:  loyal  and  selfeless.


